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No.3/87/2013/Cotton/37

Dated: 13th June, 2013

CIRCULAR

To,

All Independent Ginning Factories,
All Independent Pressing Factories,
All Ginning and Pressing Factories,
All Cotton Traders,
All Surgical Cotton or Cotton Wadding manufacturing units,
All Regional offices of Office of the Textile Commissioner.


Ministry of Textiles, Govt. of India, in exercise of the powers conferred by Sections 3 and 4 of the Collection of Statistics Act, 2008 read with Rules 5 and 7 of the Collection of Statistics Rules, 2011, has issued a Notification No.S.O.786 (E) dated 27th Feb, 2013 (available on the website of Office of the Textile Commissioner i.e.www.txcindia.gov.in under the heading Notification on Collection of Statistics) appointing the Textile Commissioner as also his assignees in office as the Statistical Officer in respect of the Geographical units falling under the Jurisdiction of Regional offices for collection of statistics related to cotton from the Independent Ginning factories, Independent Pressing factories, Cotton Ginning & Pressing factories, Traders, Surgical Cotton or Cotton Wadding manufacturing units and Cotton Textile Mills.
Accordingly, all Independent Ginning factories, Independent Pressing factories, Cotton Ginning & Pressing factories, Traders, Surgical Cotton or Cotton Wadding manufacturing units have to submit the monthly returns to the Textile Commissioner through its Regional Offices.

In this regard, as per the provisions of the above Notification mentioned under Schedule I – Para 4 of the Notification, the concerned units are required to get themselves registered with Textile Commissioner. The formats for registration of the units are enclosed and are also available on the website of Office of the Textile Commissioner i.e. www.txcindia.gov.in under the heading Notification on Collection of Statistics. All Independent Ginning factories, Independent Pressing factories, Cotton Ginning & Pressing factories, Traders, Surgical Cotton or Cotton Wadding manufacturing units are requested to submit the duly filled-in registration formats to the concerned Regional offices of the Textile Commissioner.

For any further information, the Units/Trade may contact concerned officer In-charge of Regional Office of the Textile Commissioner.

(A.B. Joshi)
Textile Commissioner